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Februdy 20. 1%

Use of dorm microwaves questioned
By RITA HARCROW
ChaBtlc1eer Staff Writer
Early last week dormitories received new microwave ovens for student
use. This is the administration's solution tothe,newnocooking rule, but
dorm residents have varied opinions as to whether .or not the new
microwaves will be put to use instead of studenta cooking in their rooms.

One Curtiss Hall resident makes use of the newly-purchased microwav

An anonymous Chanticleer poll shows that approximately 80 percent of
male residents and 85 percent of female residents who have cooked in their
rooms will continue to do so.
In the anonymous poll, 70 percent of the female dorm residents admitted
that they had cooked in their rooms before. Of these, 15 percent said they
plan to use the microwaves for all of their cooking; 15percent said they will
still cook in their rooms and not use the microwaves at all, and 70 percent
said they plan to combine microwave cooking with cooking in their dorm
rooms.
Approximately 50 percent of the male dorm residents said they had
cooked in their rooms before. Of these, 20 percent said they will use only
the microwaves for cooking; 20 percent said they will still cook in their
rooms and not use the microwaves, and 80 percent said they will use both
the microwaves and cook in their rooms. The new nclcooking rule, which
was implemented at the beginning of this semester, provides that no
student would cook in the dormitories, and all existing cooking rooms or
areas could no longer be used. However, the housing department proposed
the purcahse of microwave ovens for student use. President Theran
Montgomery agreed to the funding of the microwaves with the un(See MICROWAVES, Page 5)

Police cars experiencing some major malfunctions
By ROY WlLLIAMS
Chanticleer Senior Editor
The University Police Department's patrol cars have been experiencing several mechanical
problems the past few weeks, Chief
David Nichols said in explaining
why only one police vehicle was on
duty during the weekend of
February 1st and 2nd.
"We have two 1982 patrol cars that
are equipped with emergency
gluipment - blue lights, sirens and
radio," Nichols said. "We have one
1977 Ford that is equipped and one
truck that is not equipped with any
emergency lighting at all. Last
weekend (Feb. 1) and a few days
before then, all three cars experienced car problems and were
broken down. The only vehicle
running on Sunday, Feb. 2, was our
little pickup truck."
."As of today (Feb. 7), two of the
cars aren't running," Nichols added.
"We have had difficulty with the
cars for several months now. We
have been attempting to get sfixed, but all of the cars are old and
give us constant mechanical

problems. We do need new
vehicles."
Dr. Bascom Woodward, Vice
President of University Services,
admitted that a problem exists with
the current police cars, but said
there is little that can be done about
it at the present time.
"We know they need some new
ones," Woodward said. "For right
now, we will just keep on repairing
them."
Nichols said that they normally
have two cars on duty at one time,
though sometimes they have three
cars on campus. However, with the
police cars being as old as they are,
an extra one is needed in case one of
the cars breaks down.
"Normally, we have three or four
officers working every night of the
week," Nichols said, "but in the
daytime on Saturdays and Sundays
there is only one officer. During the
weekdays, there is almost always a,
minimum of three officers on duty.
"Our main concern is the effectiveness, capability
and
dependability of our police cars,"
~ G h o l ssaid-in summation.

AS of February 7, this was the only university police car in operation.
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f Announcements

Lovett is clear picture of success

I

The Baptist Campus Ministry will be celebrating its annual Outreach
Revival February 24-26 with Dr.David Dykes as the guest speaker
each night at 8 p.m.
Considered a hvorite among college audiences, Dykes graduated
from Samford University and the Southern Baptist Theological Seminar
in Louisville, Kentucky. He is currently the pastor of the First Baptist
Church in Gardendale.
Music for each night will be directed by Glenn Bonds. The BCM
lcordially invites everyone to attend.

I

I

Student Dietetic and Foodservice Association Club will sponsor a
bake sale Feb. 25,1986 (Tuesday) from 8: 15am 1:00 pm. Items for sale
will be hot breakfast pizza, cookies, hot coffee and cocoa and other
snacks. Sale will be located in Mason Hall.

-

A public forum will be held Tuesday, Feb. 25, in which all SGA office
candidates will address issues concerning JSU students. All students
are encouraged to attend to hear each candidate's opinions. The forum
will begin at 8:30 in the TMB auditorium.

forget that the elections for the 198687SGA officers will be held
floor of TMB. If a runoff election is necessary, it
take place the following day, March 6. Please vote. you do have a
student government.

I

Juniors and senior history majors: TUITION FREE SCHOLARSHIP
for information contact Dr. T. Childress in the History Departmen1
Room 314 Stone Center.
.

The physic.i education department of Jacksonville State University
is offering several noncredit activities related to health and fitness.
Aikido, a Japanese method of self defense is offered on Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 6:3M:30 p.m. Aerobic Exercise is offered On Monday
and Thursday from 4:45-5:T p.m. and Tuesday and Thursday from
5:454:45 p.m. The activities arein the coliseumand anyone can start at,
any _time. For more information, call 2315515.
The 5th annual Miss JSU Pageant, sponsored by Phi Mu Alpha
Fraternity and held in Leone Cole Auditorium, will be Friday, Feb. 28 at
8Pm with the talent competition, followed on Saturday, March 1 with
cOmptition
at pm and the
at pm. rickets,
Only at
dmr*will be (5 for the
event or $3 for each

L

Silkin comes to JSU
The British DO&Jon Silkin will
read his work i t JSU on Tuesday,
February 25, at 7 pm on the 11th
Floor of Houston Cole Library.
Silkin, 56, is the editor of the
literary magazine "Stand" and has
published several volumes of poetry.
He has won considerable critical
acclaim, especially for his poems
exploring relationships betweeen
man and nature. Critics have
praised Silkin's fresh and arresting
imagery and his alert and honest
imagination.
silkin has visited American
several times, and some of his work
has American themes. His poems
will be available at the JSV
bookstore.
The reading is being cosponsored
by the 3SU Department of English
and the Writing Instruction
Technology Program.

Lovett explains techniques to Shannon Holder and Joe Sanjuan
"A good photo needs detail in the highlights and detail
By ROY' WILLIAMS
Chanticleer Senior Editor
in the shadows," Lovett said. "In photography, we have
After 40 years of photographing guest speakers and to take what we have and make the best of it. A good
students at International House programs and dinner photographer must know how to arrange his subjects to
forums, University photographer Opal R. Lovett himself capture the most attention."
took center stage as guest speaker last Wednesday, Feb.
To prove his point, Lovett showed a series of pictures
13.
of a young black woman. The first two pictures
Originally from Sylacauga, Lovett became involved in detracted from her appearance, he said. The third photo,
photography while attending B.B. Comer Memorial a side profile shot of her, enabled her to look more atHigh School. He has made a living in photography since tractive.
junior high school. A 1948 graduate of JSU, Lovett has
Lovett is known for his quick wit and good sense of
been taking pictures on campus since his arrival in 1944.
humor. He joked with the audience during his speech.
Lovett was once selected as one of ten finest
"I was once asked, 'Mr. Lwett, have you ever taken a
photographers in North America 6y a group of his peers. ~ i c t u r ein the nude?'," he said.
"I answered him,'No, I need to have a pocket to carry
"The University Photographers of America judged us my light
for our work," he said. "I was picked by a jury of their
Later, he asked the males in the audience if they
members as one of the top ten. I feel very honored
to see a bare sbnpicture.
because my name will always remain in their records
"Here you go;1, he said, holding up a large picture of a
for that award."
mlar bear.
"Also, a photographer needs to remember to put film
During the dinner forum, Lovett h g a n his speech by
briefly relating how the hternational House Program into his camera," he advised. "It does make a difference."
appeared 40 years ago.
He emphasized how light can make a difference
"The first meals (dinner f o r m s ) were served in the
bsement of Bibb Graves, the first location of the In- between a successful and unsuccessful picture.
"Lighting is very important when making a photo
ternational House," he said. "The first two groups of
because it reflects off your subject," Lovett said. "Light
foreign students came frm France."
He then gave an interpretation of how former In- is an opinion; a photograph will never show exactly what
ternational House Director Dr. James Jones, who you see."
b v e t t showed a photo which demonstriated a
started the program, conducted his dinner forums.
technique
of photography called 'photomacrgraphy'. It
Lovett dlowed those present at the dinner several wasan enlarged
photo showing the inner rings of a tooth.
photographs
his private
He offered
<'Dr.
Reuben
Boozer,
Dean of the college of SC~~?IIC~S
helpful tips to ~l~ aspiring photographers in the
and
Mathematics,
came
up with the idea of counting
audience, pointing out how to pick a
to
photograph and suggesting different camera techniques growth rings in the inner tooth to determine a
and ways to get the most out of a picture.
--(See
--MVETT,
- Page 4)
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SOPHOMORES
The De~artmentof Milita.4-v Science k m v ROTC
J

I

ANNOUNCES
BASIC CAMP
OPPORTUNITIES

*Basic camp is non-obligatory, 6-week co-educational training program offered at
Fort Knox, Kentucky, for college students.
*Transportation to and from Fort Knox, food and clothing, plus pay is provided.
B a s i c camp graduates are fully eligible to enroll in the advanced ROTC commissionina
program upon their return t o JSU this next fall. During the advanced course,

I

I
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NEWSBRIEFS

I

NCAA MAKES DRUG TESTING MANDATORY FOR SOME
ATHLETES

I

MUSIC M A m THINK MUSIC MORE EXClTlNG THAN SEX
Music majors ranked music, a good movie, natural beauty , art,
physical contact with other people, and opera as more thrilling than sex,
according to a Stanford U. study published in the December issue of

Mrs. Lucy Langworthy end Mrs. Judy Padgham were Scienca. The reception was dven by
the
just two of the faculty and staff who gathered on Frlday, Socialogy Department and was held In Brewer
February 14, for an informal reception to welcome Dr. Hall.Refreshments were served and everyone attending
J.E.Wade to Jaclreonville State University. Wade la the bad the chance to meet Wade.
new Dean of the College of Humanities and Social

No IRS refund

Students urged to pay loans
-

BJIIZENA GIBBS
Chanticleer Stafl Wrfter
According to the College P ~ W
Service, the Education Department
last year said it would sic the Internal Revenue SeXViee on CUT&
and former students who don't rewv
.
their student loans.

-

The new debt collection action will
allow the IRS to withhold federal
income tax refunds from student
loan defaulters beginning this year.
The tax offset w u b e used to collect
FISL, NDSL and GSL loans held by
the Department of Education.
Mr. Claude Gaddy, Director of
Special Services at JSU, said he is
all for the IRS getting in on the
Education Department's latest
effort to dramatize how tough it's
been collecting the loans.

"we

Our

operations report last year and our
default rate at JSU was 1.51 percent-one Of the lowest the nation,"
Gaddy said.
Gaddy attributes this low
rate
Cathy NabOrs, Nancy
and Lynda
employees ip the Special Services
Office.

'

"Do you hear those adding
machines out there?" said Gaddy.
"That's what they're doing, right
now. It's a neverading process."
Gaddy also said the screening
process in financial aid kept out
most of the highrisk loans.
((It also has a lot to do with the
high caliber of students here at
JSU," Gaddy said.
"Everytime a Student repays a
loan, it increases the funds we use to

Lovett

make more loans," Gaddy said.
The 1.51 percent default rate is not "We bend over backbad, considering approximately $6 wards to try and work
million was lmt to students last SOmethin
out with our
year, However, action has been
taken a g a M
Small
pC!I'Cloans.
!entage studen tS before taking
who have not regaid
their
These loans have'been turned over more drastic measures."
to federal agencies, as a matter of
policy of the Department of events like impounding defaulters'
Education.
cars and temporarily kicking some
Gaddy said a law firm in Bir- schools out ot financial aid
mingham does have files of JSU
cases and they will be turned over to .,... .
. .
the ckedit Bureau if action on the million
"we've
referralsfrom
agreea totheaccept
Education
2.3
part of the defaulters does not take
Department, accounting for $3.1
place.
billion on debts," said Steve F'yrek,
"This happens only as last IRS Spokesman.
resort," G a d d ~Said.
"We'll take a tape from ED with
"We bend over backwards to try
and work something out with our defaulters'names to match with our
students before taking more drastic tape of people getting refunds,"
Gaddy said,
Pyrek said.
Officials from the h p a m e n t of
Education predict the agreement
with the IRS will recoup go million
to $250 million in past due financial
repayments
next year from all over
the ,tion.
In all, current and former students
still owe anywhere from $1 billion to
$5 billion, according to various
estirnaks.
"About 82 percent of the
defaulters on our data base get income tax refunds," said Dick
Hastings, the deparment's director
of debt collectmn and management
assistance services.
The department has publicized
ambitious recovery programs
before, including ongoing medla

I

..............................
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Some states let schools withhold
defaulters' children from getting
state financial aid.
A loan administrator at the
University of Wisconsin said,
a ~ l t h ~a ~ college
~ h
education
may be worth something intellect~lly,it's turning out that it is
,t
a good investment. People
are not getting jobs. They're not
finding the employment that will
enable them to pay back the money
they borrowed.
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NOTES FROM ALL OVER
Duke students have formed a Discordian Alliance dedicated to
idiculing campus authority figures and nroum.

"It's only likely the money will go
back into student aid funding, but
it's most definite it will go to the U.S.
Treasury," Hastings said. "That,
after all, is where student aid comes
from.

"AU color photography will eventually fade out," he
said. "Doing black and white, you know the pictures will
last up to 100years or so."
Lovett ended the dinner forum by answering various
questions from the students. He said that he receives
much self-satisfaction from his job.
-"I have enjoyed making photographs on campus," he
said. "I like the people and the sense of accomplishment
I get out of my work here."
His philosophy toward photography is one of always
looking ahead to the future.
"I have made several interesting photographs on
campus," Lovett said," but I always say that my most
interesting picture is probably the one that I'm going to
make tomorrow. That's how Ilook at it." .

1

CONGRESS SAYS EDUCATION DEPARTlMENT ISN'T ENFORCING COLLEGE CIM, RIGHTS
The department's Office of Civil Rights is failing to prosecute serious
violations" of laws banning discrimination against black, handicapped
and female students, a House Intergovernmental Relations sub.
committee reports.
Since 1980, the OCR has prosecuted only 50 of the 2,000 school an
college civil rights laws violations reported to it, the subcommittee said.
"This is ridiculous," Asst. Secretary for Civil Rights H a n y Singleton
replied in a statement. "It is a lot of nonsense."

0~1c1h.u
0%wvcS O VRECOWS
I D ~ C XNBM
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( c ~ ~ t l r m eFrom
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Page 2)

age when he was working on his dissertation," Lovett
said. "This picture has the crossaection of a tooth shown
doseup in the picture. In photomacrography, small
objects such as fly eyeballs and pinheads are magnified
into a photograph. Another similar technique,
photomicrography, involves taking pictures of subjects
that can be seen only through a microscope."
hvett said that if a photographer takes a picture of
someone, he cannot put it in a newspaper or magazine or
sell it without asking that person first and obtaining
written permission.
"But if I make a picture of a person and he signs a
release, I own the picture and can sell it," he added.
hvett stated that black and white photos have one big
advantage over color pictures.
- - . - - . A

-

I

The results were "surprising and not a little confusing," says Rad-

cliffe's Norma Ware.
..............................

7 & 9:30 P.M.
TMB Auditorium
*
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Women's gymnastics team to undergo evaluation
---

By RITA HARCROW
Chanticleer StPtl Writer

Even after winning the NCAA
Division I1 Championship two years
in a row, the women's gymnastic
team will still undergo an evaluation
this semester to determine whether
or not the team will be continued.

"Unless there is a strong
possibility that the team
will be dismissed, they
wouldn't bother to
evaluate

According to athletic director
Jerry Cole, the NCAA will discon- pay NCAA for the privilege
- of
tink their support of Division II iil;ning the event.
women's gymnastics in the 1 M
"The reason NCAA does not
season.
support minor sports such as golf
"What this means," Cole said, "is and tennis is theae sports do not
that NCAA will not pay for the generate enough profits to pay for
womens' travel expenses to meets.
themselves," Cole said.
Now,
All expenses will be paid for by the gymnastics is being added to the list
school.
of minor sports.
Cole explained that the NCAA
(National Collegiate Athletic
Association) presently pays for the
womens' travel expenses, including
air fare, to and from meets which
are held in numerous States.
However, NCAA does not pay for the
coaches' travel expenses, and rarely
pays for anyone's hotel accommodations.
"JSU receives a certain amount of
money for each NCAA-supported
sport," Cole said. "The college then
appropriates the funds as they are
needed for travel.
NCAA survives by receiving the
income from ticket sales to the
sporting events it sponsors. Occasionally, a network or station will

never opened after Coach Robert
Mllard reuigned last year.

-

~n
the spring of 1986, the Athletic

Council and athletic department will
evaluate the gymnastics programs.
This evaluation should establish the
status of our programs in relation to
NCAA and GSC requirements.
Although the last point wcrs confusing, Cole clarified by 8tet$ne;We
will review the team to determine
the status as to whether it will be
cancelled or not."
Last semester, Cole held a conference with the gymnasts to explain
the situation, but team members

and supporters feel that it would be
unfair to cancel the gymnastics
team just because NCAA will no
longer support it.
"Mr. Cole told the team that all
Cole said the the NCAA is going to
cancel their support because fewer bur women's sports teams will be
evaluated,"
Barbara Nolan,
than 25
of Division I1 schools have gym- assistant coach, said.
nastics teams. This indicates a lack
of interest in the sport.
"I can't understand why this
waluation is necessary since the
In July, 1985, all the women on the team has kept high grade point
team received a letter stating that averages, served the community,
NCAA will not sponsor Division II and proven their capability by
women's gymnastics in the 1986-87 winning the national championsMp
season. The letter also included the two years in a row," Nolan said.
following points in reference to the
The m s t s
me alsoconmed
1985-86 season :
that the team will be discontinued
Coach Tom Cockley will become after the evaluation.
the head coach for both the men's
"It must be serious if. the team
and women's teams.
was informed of the evaluation last
A graduate assistant will be hired summer,'' Laurie Sparrowhawk,
team captain, said.
to coach the women's team.

The men's and women's track
programs were cancelled three
years ago under similar circumstances. Cole said that our
conference showed a lack of interest

in the sport, and the team was
eliminated. The money previously
used to wq,port the track program
went to other areas, including
women's sports.
"Women's gymnadca ia a wellestablbbd sport," Cole said, "and
we want to salvage it!'
"We hope te COW instead af
dropping a pr0@-am."
Cole said that four woum's sports
"Unless there is a strong teams are required at the university
possibility that the team will be in order to receive NCAA @ondismissed," Sparrowhawk said, sorship. However, all of thesesports
they wouldn't bother to evaluate us!' & not have to be NCAAsupported.
"I think it's outrageous-the girls
have put so much into the community and school.

Coach Robert Mllanl came to JSU
in 1975 and started the women's
gymnasticsteam. Aiter ten years of
hard work, we may be l o w the

AmOwthe
charitalJe and team.
social contributions made by the
"The gymnasts are an asset to the
team are the Spedal Olympics campus," Nolan said, "but more
clinic in which the avmnasts than that, the gymnasts themselves
Eb.Ehed dimbled childrG and the grow-not just fram competition, but
Peter Reckell show that raised from learning to rely on themselves."
money for the team.
"Since no NCAA championships
factor pointing to the will
be held," Cole said, "other
dismissal of the women's team is schools will be facing this same
that the position of head coach was situation."
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New orientation
really works well
The Houston Cole Library staff is to be commended for its overall
orientation in how to use the library to the freshman classes. Teachers
in the English department who have been privileged to take their 100
and 101 compositions classes for a general introduction to the library
facilities and collection have been pleased.

o r ~ i d a a u c c e s s is the prerentation PIrned for lo2
students and teachers in preparation for achieving the monumental
in
task Of working On the research paper required of
the requirements for the second
of freshman
position.
Mrs. Alexander and Dr. Whitesel work as a team in discussing the
specific use of the library where research in the humanities is concerned. Then they divide a class into two groups and identify and explain the use of all indexes, bibliography collections and other vital
resource books. During this class session students have the opportunity
to ask questions.
Mrs. Gwendolyn Harris and others in the catalogue department
contribute their knowledge and assistance.
Following this orientation, floor librarians and students assist in
helping to locate materid needed for the specific research topics for
perhaps 2000students. The people work unceasingly to track down the
most elusive source. They deserve a special thank you. Let's remember
to make it personal when we next go to the library.

Montgomery congratulated
By CHARLES TODD
Special to The Chanticleer
Dr. Theron Montgomery, a Kappa Sigma alumni, was recently selected
as "Citizen of the Year" for Calhoun County. He was chosen hands down
over the other contenders. Montgomery is not only the president of this
university but he also serves as President of the Chamber of Commerce.
Dr. Montgomery strives for excellence in education and business for
Calhoun county.
Montgomery has done a tremendous job as President of Jacksonville
State University. He alone, is accredited for making 2.3 million dollars on
the sale of WJSU for the University. He has created a new communications
college, parking lot and many other things. Dr. Montgomery is well liked
by the majority of students on campus. The Kappa Sigma fraternity hails
him on his achievement as "Citizen of the Year" and on his accomplishments here at Jax Stat%
Dr. Montgomery is a true Kappa Sigma. In addition to running the
University, conducting the Chamber of Commerce, he is the faculty advisor and alunus advisor forKappa Sig. Montgomery was initiated in 1945
nt Wofford College in South Carolina. He has been a great asset to the
Mversity and the Kappa Sigma fraternity. From the Kappa Sigma's,
'Congratulations, brother.

..........
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Student involvement multifaceted;
students determine own limitations
You simply have no argument when you complain
that, "There's never anything to do on campus." Read
on and consider these offerings.
The drama department pedor-ce,
OUver, opened
last night, ~thas been publicized as a real extravaganza.
melargest cast ever to performon stage in Jacksonville
has worked for weeks polishing this musical. Anyway
you look at it, Oliver reflects both the community spirit
on campus and the community at large.
in both the music and drama departments
have merged their talents to create the production.
Children and young people fram the town have given
their time, talents and energy to provide the numbers
needed for the songs and the workhouse forces. Carlton
Ward and the stage crew have achieved phenomenal
effects. Ms. Morton and the c stumecrew have designed
and completed costumes that match the staging. With so
much background effort, how could Ross Perry, student
director, advised by directors Claren and Anderson, help
but succeed with his cast?
Other performances for the season include Loot,
Twelfth Night and I Remember Mama. Check the dates

and be on hand to enjoy them in the stoneCenter
Theatre.
Mark Thursday, February 25, at 7:M p.m. for the Jan
Silkin poetry reading in Houston Cole
floor. m e you're reserving dates check April 10, also
HCL, 11th floor at 7:00 for the commemorationof the
Holocaust, lest we forget and grow weak.
a e c k d l the guest, facultyand student
presented by the music department. You will especially
want to remember the Easter program offer,@ by the A
cappella aoirir.
Everyone should support these and other events which
will be publicized by the SGA and other departments or
colleges. Especially obligated are Faculty Scholars,
alumni and university scholarship holders and those
whose discipline is represented by the event, on two
counts. First, your tuition is being paid by the university.
Second, the fact that you have been awarded a
scholarship indicates your concern for academic and
intellectual growth. Not to involve yourself labels your
image as somewhat farcical.

Letters to the Editor
Benson submits
open letter
to senator
Dear Senator Harley,
I appreciate your response to my
recent letter to the editor. However,
I am afraid that your letter was
mistaken notions.
My major question, however, is,
"Why is everybody avoiding the
issues and getting sentimental?" I
did not oppose the foreign students'
deposit per se, what I opposed (and
will continue to oppose) is that after
the payment of the deposit, a foreign
student has to pay tuition and dorm
fully in advance of registration,
failure of which will result in the
foreign student's registration being
dropped; whereas indigenous
students can hold their registration
with twenty five percent of full
tuition and dorm. A concomitant
question to the above is why on earth
is the $600 deposit not yielding interest for the foreign student but for
the school? The deposit is released
to the foreign student only on
graduation or withdrawal from the

s c h ~ ~ ~HOW
~ l . then senator Harley,
does the deposit insure that foreign
students will have enough to live on
according to you, without being a
burden to the U.S. Government?
Why didn't you check these facts
with the Business Office before
picking up your pen?

sororities are intraracial in JSU. If
a fraternity or sorority is blackformed, it has all black members,
andif it is white-formed, they are all
white members. Please prove me to
the contrary if you have your facts.
I wish my color is green or blue so
that I can address the issue devoid of
bias.

As regards the deposits, I checked
with eleven universities in five
southern states. It is a fact that all
of them have deposit policies far
higher than that of JSU but what is
constructive about theirs is that all
the deposit is released to the foreign
student on registration in the first
semester. I charge anybody to
check this out. The states are
Alabama, Georgia, Texas, Tennessee, andd North Carolina and a
midwestern state, Kansas. Why
should JSU's be different at least
among Alabama state schools?

Finally, what connection has the
Jacksonville noise ordinance with
the school policies? Let me remind
you about the ethiology of the
march. The Jacksonville Police
Department was disrupting the
parties of fraternities and sororities
because of the noise ordinance. We
all got together as students to
march, gagging our mouths, to the
city of Jacksonville. Even though I
am not a member of any fraternity, I
felt obliged to participate in the
march to liberate my fellow students
f r m the iron grip of the city with the
notion that what affects one, affects
all.

You also said that I attacked
fraternities. How do you mean?
Can't you distinguish between a
statement of fact and an attack? I
reiterate my statement therefore,
that all student fraternities and

Yours very sincerely,
Olayinka Benson
(More letters on Page 7)
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Sellouts undermine public ownership
WASHINGTON-The word is an th great dam and felt the pounding
atrocity, but the most appealing
its power-plant turbines, they
notion in Presedent Reagan's 1986 were as awed as I had been almost a
program is "privatization." Selling quartercentury before.
off some of the government's
The sale, to be honest, does not
facilities or functions to private
enterprise or individuals is a jim- come up at a convenient time. I
dandy idea.
have some unexpected expenses
around the house and the car has not
I am attracted to it in part because been running smoothly. But if there
one of the things Reagan has in mind is a chance to buy Bomeville, I'm
selling soon is the Bonneville Power going to buy it. In meglomaniac
Administration on the Columbia moments, I think what fun it would
River, and I have been a BoMeville be just to stand there with my hand
freak since I was 16. That summer, on the switch and say, "Goodnight,
two buddies and I celebrated the end now, Portland," and turn out the
of the war and our escape from lights.
home by bumming around the West.
But what I really covet is the fish
Bonneville Dam was the biggest
thing I'd ever seen-a marvel to ladder. It would be great to go down
to the dam at the end of a trying day,
behold.
and just watch the salmon go by. My
In the summer of 1969, w b n my salmon climbing my fish ladder.
own family was on the mandatory Feel like some salrnon for dinner?
Western trip, I dragg* my four sons Well, sure. How about that one?
off to see; the dapptfor themselves. Help yourself.

d

They complwd bitterly on the
drive overHat they hadn't had time
enou@to gallivant around on Mt.
Hood. But when we descended into

over fairness of
Chanticleer coverage
Dear Editor,
The Student Government
Association has been criticized in a
number of ways recently. First,
there were the complaints from Mr.
Olayinka Benson that we were a
puppet government and could do
nothing about student services. I
feel that these complaints have been
adequately answered and any future
complaints of this nature can be
handled by our new Student
Relations and Policy Questions
Committee (of which Mr. Benson is
now a member). This new committee was formed to discuss
problems, develop solutions and
then present these ideas to the
Senate.
Now to my second area of concern.
Last week, in his sports column,
your obviously uninformed sports
editor addressed an issue which he
clearly knows little about. For the
benefit of those who may not have
read Mr. Humphrey's column, he
stated: "The situation (speaking of
student participation) is sad
especially on the student front. The
disease not only affects sports but all
aspects of this school. There has
never been a strong SGA President
at this school. No one ever stands up
and tells the school what students
want, (Sic) why serve on something
that follows the same boring agenda

Indeed, nothing so clarifies the
question as to whether something
should be done by the government as
to ask: Is it something you'd want if
the government were offering it for
sale?

There are many things beyond
Bomevile I'd like to buy fram the
government, but "non-lethal aid" to
the Contras would not be among
them. Far more appealing to me are
a couple of lighthouse in northern
Sen. Mark Harfield (R-Ore.) was Michigan or that underwater
quoted as saying that Bo~eville national park off St. John's in the
Virgin Islands.
would be sold "over my dead body."
If the notion catches on, it could
But you know that in politics, money
talks, and I figure Hatfield just produce some healthy competition

Letters
SGA airs concerns

wants to be sure President Reagan
gets a good price.
It did bother me some that Fortune magazine, which niight have
been thought likely to understand
the attractiveness of pivatization,
had an article by Lee Smith saying,
"The Administration's plan to sell
off the government is a political, not
an economic, measure." But as I
hought about it, his proposition
became less offensive and more
accurate.

year after year? The SGA even
scheduled a student gripe session,
right during a JSU basketball
game. "
First of all, this is exactly the type
of attitude that stifles participation:
The sad "it's the same old thing
every year, so why get involved"
story. Second, it is clear that Mr.
Humphrey does not remember the
various things the student government has done in an effort to encourage participation in all events,
including athletics. But then I
suppose the prizes offered during
last year's Gamecock Intimidation
Week were not what Mr. Humphrey
was looking for. It is also important
to note that the gripe session Mr.
Humphrey speaks of is a weekly
meeting and was very brief (on the
night he refers to) due to the
basketball game.
Mr. Humphrey, don't tell us the
SGA is not interested in encouraging
participation here on campus. In
fad, in rxiany of the things we do we
can get no support from the Chanticleer, even when it's promised.
Take, for instance the Mr. and Miss
Friendly and Jax State elections.

Were these publicized in the
Chanticleer (more simply a small
print announcement)? A more
recent example would be last week's
Jacksonville Area Merchant's
Appreciation Day. Many students
probably don't even know and, yes,
the Chanticleer. This information
was briefly mentioned at the end of
an article entitled "Four Alumni to
be Inducted in Athletic Hall of

(Continued From Page 6)
Fame.

Finally, there would be no reason
to have an SGA if it were not to voice
the concerns of the students to the
school officials. I challenge anyone
to point out a single time when a
valid issue, brought before the
Student Senate, was not properly
handled and examined and, when it
involved policies or any other aspect
of the Administration, that the issue
was not presented to them.

among Cabinet members. Suppose
that President Reagan establishes
an incentive program in which the
more a department sells, the more
money it will have to buy some new
things. Cap Weinberger would have
funds for the Strategic Defense
Initiative lasers only if he could
paddle several hundred of his
Bradley Fighting Vehicles as being
for freeway and RV use in
California.
Similarly on the domestic side,
there is much to recommend the
privatization strategy. If you were
running the Department of
Agriculture, would you give out food
stamps to good customers? I
suspect that in order to keep the
farmers going in these tough times, I
would, and not grudgingly either.
I know it would be great to have
the clinics for expectant mothers
and for premature infants operating
under my name, to say nothing of
kving an aircraft carrier or two at
one's call. No mugger is going to
give you any trouble when he understands you have your own aircraft carrier, just over the horizon.
If the Department of Transportation underwent privatization,

there might still be subsidies for
mass transit-but not for any city
with so little pride that it tolerated
graffiti on its subway cars or Mayor
Kock at the controls.
The Department of Treasury
would give out toaster-ovens to those
patriotic enough to buy bonds, and if
you made a really big purchase to
help refinance the debt, you might
get a compact disc player.
The Department of Justice could
sell its own brand of affirmative
action certificates, in gold or silver,
reading: I'm so sincere in my belief
in equality, I don't have to prove it.

offering any new solution. Let us
hope that you, as did Mr. Benson,
will become involved in the functions of the SGA before you criticize
it again.
Sincerely,
Michael French, President
Student Government Assodation

safe for everyone. Last year's
tragedies included three studenta
wfio fell to their death off hotel
balconies and two others who were
murdered hitchhiking ta Florida.
We sympathize with their parents
because we understand the anguish
of senseless loss.

MADD Floridians
warn partygoers of
vacation hazards

We want you to come to Florida to
have good times and enjoy wellearned vacations. But ,please & not
come to drive drunk or to we druge.

Mr. Humphrey, the comments in
your column last week strondy Dear Students,
Florida Mothers Against Dnudr
resemble the original attitude of Mr.
Benson. You have brought charges Driving, MADD, hopes that this
before asking questions and without year's College Spring Break will be

There really is no limit to the
privatization strategy. Except at
the White House fence. I don't think
we should sell the White House, no
matter what complaints we may
have about the way Donald T. Regan
runs it. There has to be someone in
America tough enough to fire Lee
Iacocca, and Don Regan just proved
he is the man.
Any week that liberates anatoly
Scharansky from the Soviets' grip
and the Statue of Liberty from
Iacocca's embrace is a great week
for privatization.

Sincerely,
Tom Carey
President
Florida Mothers Against hunk
Driving

Allen's blindness is not a handicap

Roger ~llen,-disc jockeyTworks at 92J three mornings a week

By EDDIE McPHERSON
Chanticleer Staff Writer
When asked how much he is hindered by his handicap, Roger Allen
replies, "What handicap?"
Those two words seem to sum up his whole attitude about life and the
blindness he has been stricken with since birth.
AUen works the morning shift every Monday, Wednesday and Friday
from six to nine at WLJS radio station. Sure enough, while watching him
work, one sees that being blind has never stopped him from doing what he
always wanted to do-be a disc jockey.
"When I die, I want it to tie in a radio station," he said.
AUen began working at 9W four and a half years ago during the summer
while attending high school in Talladega. He explained how he got his start
in radio.
"Learning how to talk on the air and production work such as dubbing
was easy for me," Allen said. "The station manager at that time sat down
with me and explained where each knob was and what it did. I memorized
how to operate the equipment ina matter of minutes."
After leaving 9W, Allen began commuting back and forth from his high
school in Talladega, where he lived during the week, to his hometown of
Fort Payne. He worked there at a radio station as program director. To
say the least, he was very busy.
"I never had-anydays off whatsoever," Allen said.
Then he laughed and said the only chance he got to sleep was at school.
Being program director had its share of responsibilities.
"Besides putting in my full day at the station on Saturday, I would get
called at eleven or twelve o'clock at night for something that someone else
had made a mess of," Allen said. "Then I would get back up on Sunday
mornings, put in a full day, go straight from the station to school and hit the
books."
(See ALLEN, Page 9)

Exercise course provides fitness for older adults
By ROY WILLIAMS
Chanticleer Senior Editor
The 1980s thus far have turned out
to be a decade of health and fitness.
Millions of Americans are determined to maintain a firm,healthy
body. Adult Wellness Ex erdse, a
physical education class designed
for the adult over the age of 50, is
proof that teenagers and young
adults are not the only people involved in the fitness craze.
Dr.Margaret Pope, who instructs
the course, describes the course as
an activity, exercise and weIlness

the healthy older adult. Offered
since the fall of 1983, the program
has received excellent support from
the university, administration,
community and surrounding areas,
she said.
The ,Adult Wellness Exercise class
meets on Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays from 8:45-9:45 a.m. at the
Coliseum. Though geared towards
those over 50, the class is open to
anyone who has an interest in fitness. The cost is only $15 for the ten
week program.
"The adults who attend the

students enrolled in 'Health for a
Special Population', Health 318,"
Pope said. "Required for health
education majors, the Adult Group
Exercise class serves as a practicwn for students who are juniors
or seniors and can be an elective for
such majors a s psychology,
sociology and recreation."
Student enrollment usually
numbers between 20 and 30 people,
Pope said. Students receive
classroom instructionfor four weeks
before the adults report for the
~romam. The instruction ~ h a s e

Adult Wellness Exercise class stretches out at the coliseum

students for their work with the
adults for the next ten weeks.
Areas of student instruction
emphasized in class include:
physical changes in the aging adult,
psychological aspects of aging,
health of the older adult an disease,
safety of the adult in the coliseum,
exercise programs for the older
adult and target pulse rate.
"I stress to the students the importance of monitoring the pulse
during exercise," Pope said. They
must master this technique on
themselves as well as a partner.
When the adults begin class, th
students are responsible for
teaching them how to monitor their
own pulse. This is used as a safety
valve for the protection of the
adult. "
Adult Group Exercise was
organized with two broad objectives
in mind. The first objective seeks to
expose the college student in a
health class to the older adult.
"The Census Bureau recently
reported in a study on the elderly,
'One of the most significant
demographic facts affecting
American society is the aging of its
population'," Pope said. "The
number of people aged 65 and over
increased twice as fast as the rest of
society over the last two decades,
the bureau said. With a population
group growing this fast it seems
logical that many college students
will find themselves in occupations
where knowledge of th older adult
will be necessary. This knowledge
would also benefit the students as
they themselves age."
The secand reason for the
organization of the program was to
meet the nee& of a large group of
adults over 50 who live in
Jacksonville and surrounding areas.

The class consists of retired
teachers, government lor civil
service employees, housewives and
a number of retired military
citizens.
"For the most part these adults
are healthy, viable, functioning
members of the community who
range in age from 50 through 80 with
a median age of 68," Pope said.
"The program is a community
service that meets a physical,
emotional and social need of this
group. It also serves to promote
good public relations between the
community and the university. The
enrollment numbers over 60 adults
each semester and an average daily
attendance of 45."
Activities available to adults in the
class include: 1) Group Exercise
and Senior Aerobics Exercises led
by the students that stress
flexibility, muscular strength and
endurance, includes a senior
aerobics workout at the end of class;
2) Individual Exercise - Based on
individual health problems as well
as interests; 3) Swimming
recreational swimming or laps; 4)
Student led
Water Exercise
exercises that include stretching
and games and relays in the water;
5) Tennls- Student instructors in
skills and game situations; 8)
Racketball- Student instructors in
skills and games; 7) WalkingBriskly walking on the inside or
outside track.
"The most popular choices are
Group Exercise and Senior Aerobics
and Swimming and Water Exercise," Pope said. "A number of the
adults have expressed an interest in
tennis and have learned how to play
the game.
~t the end of each semester, the
(See EXERCISE, page 9)
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Blood drives enable students to give the gift of life
By SCOTT BOOZER
Chanticleer Staff Writer
Of all of the fluids known to man,

it saves lives. It is a common bond
that exists beheen all people of all
races.
Next Tuesday and Wednesday, the
ICC, in cooperation with several
clubs, is sponsoringthe second of the
campus' bi-yearly blood drives.
Several people have questions
about donating blood. Kim M m
is the regional blood service
re~resefitative for the American
Red Cross and bows a great deal
about blood.
the state of Alabama,
over 7 0 pints of blood are used
daily. h o n e year, wecollect around
198,000 pints of blood in this State
alone. However, much more is
reeded and we wish that all people
who are able would give blood,"
Munroe said.
During a few times of the Year,
turnout for the drives is low. "h the
sxnmer months, people forget that
we need blood. During holidays the
same thin€! is true. More people are
on the road, m r e accidents occur,
and the need for blood is greater. We
try to keep
omstant supply on
hand so that in case of a shortzige,
we have a supply."
Often
one thinks about
giving blood, a medieval laboratory
is conjured in his mind. The mad
scientist tied the person up and
drained his body of all his blood.
Maybe that was true in the 1600'9,
but today, nothing is further from
reality.
''When a Person gives blood, it
feels first like a sting, and then a

blood has to be the most important.
Without it, none of us would be alive.
Blood serves several purposes, and

Black history

Robeson epitomizes
By LARRY MOORE
Paul Robeson was a rare breed of man. Exceptionally talented and
outstanding in everything he attempted, he put forth his very best effort in
every endeavor.
His father, born a slave, escaped a t the age of fifteen. He accquired an
education and became a minister. He instilled in young Paul the value of an
education and always striving for excellence.
Paul Robeson was born in 1898 in Princeton, New Jersey. He attended
Rutgers University, played football and became an All-American end in
1918.He also lectured in basketball, baseball and track. Not only was he the
school's leading athlete, but also an excellent scholar. He won the Phi Beta
Kappa key in his junior year.
After graduation, he entered Columbia Law School. When he finished his
schooling at Columbia, Robeson went to New York to prepare for the New
York State Bar Exam. For the first time, his life took an unexpected turn.
He met playwright Eugene O'neil and his acting career began. In a
revival of the play The Emperor Jones, Robeson took the theatrical world
by storm. Standing a muscular six-foot-four and weighing 200 pounds, he
was a dominating figure onstage. He received critical acclaim for his work
in The Emperor Jones. Shortly after this performance, he decided to give
up his law practice. But there were limitations to acting; dramatic roles
for black actors were scarce in the 1920s.
While waiting for another role, he stumbled upon a singing career. The
singing of negro spirituals was becoming popular in New York. Robeson,
who wasnot known at the time for singing, was scheduled to give a concert
with a pianist friend at a theatre in Greenwich Village. When word of the
beauty and power of his voice spread around, Robeson's concerts drew
"standing room only" crowds. He later gave a series of successful concerts
in several east coast cities.
Before he had even reached the age of thirty, Paul Robeson had achieved
success in every area he ventured into. From academics to sports and
music, he not only succeeded, but excelled. He was a man unparalleled in
ability, talent and determination. He was determined to give his very best,
despite the odds and despite the circumstances. Paul Robeson set the
standards of excellence future generations can emulate.

Exercise

"Acrr

pinch. For some, it is more painful free,', M~~
=id.
Hospitals use a myriad number of
convinced t h e ~ ~ ~ s e bthat
e s giving pints of blood. Consider that each
blood is the most ~ a h f uexperience
l
surgery generally requires the use
they will ever have. Actually, giving of at least two pints. In trauma
blood is x-nuch less painful than being cases, much more blood is used.
stung by a bee," Munroe said.
"What many people don't realize is
If a PerSon is concerned about the that we hardly ever use whole blood.
people who will be withdrawing the
pint of
be bmken up
blood from him, he can rest msured. into about five different comAhnostall of the people who take the ponents. Each time a person gives,
blood are trained ~rofessionals, he ends up helping over five difregistered nurses, or licensed ferent people," M u n r m i d .
phlebotomists. They are trained in
"We really need blood, and
the latest techniques to @prove strongly enourage all people to give.
speed, efficiency, and amJracY. Lately, AIDS has caused many
They realize that they have a Pur- people not to give. There is no
pose and n u s t depend on volunteers, documented proof that a person can
Munroesaid.
get AIDS from giving. We are totally
'l'he Red Cross conducts about 12 sterile and sanitary. We change
blood drives in the state each day. needles and tubes for each person.
They collect 365 days a year, for a Each bag and set of tubes costs
total of almost4,500driva Per Year. about eight dollars. We incur ex"We really like to collect at JSU. pense simply so that people can
The students are m~ostresponsive, give," M m o e said.
and turn out in a good permtage.
People only give blood because
hWJrtionately, JSUranksasone of they are generous. People are in
the top drives we condud in the accidents everyday and require
state. If we can get anywhere near blood in order to continue to functen percent of the population, we tion.
consider the drive a success. We are People give blood so that others
hoping for about 500 pints for this can live.
spring drive," Munroe said.
"The world is one; we cannot live
"At one time, people were given apart,
benefits for giving blood, such a s
to earth's remotest races we are
free blood if they needed it. Now, kin;
however, we don't give such
God made the generations of one
benefits. We hope that the com- blood. from Hinton White's The
munity effort will compensate for World 18 one
the benefits so that if a Person needs
Next Tuesday or Wednesday, give
blood, he will get that blond for the gift of life. Give blood.

than others because t h y have

,
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(Continued From Page 8)
adults and students evaluate the
"Former students who have taKen
program.
the class have said that they became
"The adults believe that their aware that the older adult is a viable
health is bettr physically, personality and not just an old
emotionally an mentally," Pope wrinkled person with no feelings,"
said. "They say the Adult Group she said. "They believe their
Exercise enables them to feel better knowledge, feelings and attitude
about themselves. There also seems toward the older adult had changed.
to be positive agreement that this They realize that all people over 50,
program allows them to socialize 60 or even 70 years of age are not
with their age group as well as the sitting in a rocking chair, but are
students."
very much alive."

Allen

(Continued From .Page 8)
After workirrg for seven months at WFPA radio station in ~ o r Payne,
t
Allen took 6'ffabout eight or nine months. He then attended Gadsden state
Junior College and worked in me campus radio station. From Gadsden, he
returned to JSU last fall when 92J offered him a position he really wanted.
' I feel more comfortable at this station than any other I have worked
in," he said.
One may wonder hbw Allen so easily finds a record among the hundreds
on fileat 9W when a song is requested.
"I
just basically ranember that there are 26 letters in the alphabet," he
explained. "'A' is here and 'B' is there. Each album has its own little
feature I can sense that lets me know it is the record I am looking for."
A cXmnunicati0nSmajor, Allen is considering music for his minor.
"I can play several instruments and have sung in many choirs," he said.
"I play the bass guitar, tr~Inpet,trombone, clarinet, saxophone and the
kkyboards."
ihough at one time he did seriously consider a music career, it just didn't
seem right to him.
"Radio is my real life," Allen said.
He listed his future plans.
"My goals after I graduate are to be voted the number one disc jockey in
Alabama, then move up to maybe number one in the nation," Allen said. I
would also like to work at WIS in Chicago, one of the city's leading radio
stations,then maybe go from there to California and do voices for national
commercials."
Men's goals are high and he certainly has what it takes tn achieve
anvthing he sets his mind to do. His attitude is one of doing all he can
for others.
"I love entertaining people," he said. "I like to make people smile."
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Pep band inspires team spirit

f ~ i t c h'observations
--------+----------------------

h

-

By MARTHA RITCH

divided into two groups; the red
band and the white band. The two
When the
bands then alternate playing for
?
hieih
the col*lum lS homegames, Each band is made up
up in the
thins.
as they
of approximately twenw players.
packed
the crowd noticeably
As
WilliaIIs said that
music
matter majkors must participate in the
Through thick Or
how the team is doing' One group of marching band during the fall and in
fans is in the stands boisterously one major ensemble and the pep
showing support. Collectively, they band during the spring.
are known as the pep band.
The size of the pep band varies,
depending on who our team is up
it undying dedication to the
against. Said B~~&ord,iiFor rivals
GBmecwks
that
bring
the
band
like
West Georgia and Troy we had a
members to every home game? Not big turn
out.,,
exactly, although it is in part.
Foremost it is obligation rather than
"A lot of people from Southerners
dedication that keeps the n~usic show UP to play even when they are
playing- All students on band not required," agreed both VIilliams
d0larships are required to be in and Bodif0rd.
"They really enjoy it," said
the basketball pep band.
Music majors on scholarships are Bodiford. "For Troy we had a huge

in a heightened world
By MARTHA RITCH
"It's like having an eternal youthness," comments one source about
being short. "It just isn't as much fun as being young," she continues.
This is true for many people who fall below the assumed "average
height.
Seeing the world from a different level than most folks presents a
countlessnumber of problems. It'srather depressingto look up, even to
the deserving people. That's mild compared to the rest of the obstacles
that find their way into the lives of those of us small in stature.
There comes a b e when short jokes lose their humor. Sitting on a
pillow to see over the steering wheel of the car is not as funny as it is
embarrassing. Climbing the counters to see what kind of food and
supplies are on hand is not amusing; it's awkward and dangerous.

Adult is a key word here. The general rule seems to be that only tall
people are actually grown up. This is a misconception because some
adults will never grow upward, as in my case. And since this fact is
often forgotten, respect is something else out of reach of the little
people. Be forewarned, however, for what we lack in size, we make up
for in temper.
Yes, it is the sad truth. Short people are fiesty and it is the cold cruel
world that makes us that way. After years and years of opression even
themost patient person feels a slight bit of resentment.
A person should be treated as an adult until proven otherwise. Last
I hour.
Christmas I waited in line at a department store for at least half an
When I finally made it up to the counter to purchase a gift, the

lady had the nerve to talk baby talk to me. She treated me as if I were
twelve years old curd had no idea what I was doing. There I stood on my
tiptoes, barely peeking over the edge of the counter. What good would
it have done to verify my age?
One of my rather tall friends got her hair cut and was offended when
someone told her it looked cute. "I don't want to look cute," she
protested. "I want to look sexy."
At least she has some choice in the matter. It is all but impossible to
look sexy at less than 5'4".
My ol&r sister is about to have a miniature wedding ceremony. All
the bridesmaids are barely over five feet. Nobody has a "cute" wedding.

I

su

band and had a blast.
What a way to put it. When the
Gamecocks come running out onto
the court, the band blasts the fight
smg. 6iwefrededicated fans,,.
Williams. The band, he said,
"comes to watch the Gamecocks
win. They like the excitement.
It is not their purpose only to play
the fight song at the beginning of the
game and during timeouts. "If the
team gets down, the band likes to
mtagoize and intimidate the
"It's

:>"

The team seems to enjoy their
mlt-in fans. Even cWch Jones
throws a smile towards the end
bleachers from time to time.
Sure, they are required to be at the
games,but it's nice to know that they
&-,enjoy being there.

Music majore make u p main part of pep band

1 Texas Opera performs in Anniston
Sponsored by the Knox Concert
Series, the Texas Opera Theater, the
nation's largest touring opera
company, will bring its exciting
production of J o h a ~Strauss' DIE
FLEDERMAUS to the Annistsn
High School Auditorium on
February 24th at 8:00 pm.
Heralded as the Waltz King's most
widely loved and undoubtedly most
hilarious
operetta,
DIE
FLEDERMAUS was first Performed in Vienna on April 5, 1874.
The operetta spins the tale of Dr.
Falke's elaborate and hilarious
scheme for revenge, involving
romantic intrigues, mistaken
identities and the wildest party ever
thrown in 19thcentury Europe. The
sparkling musical score and
animated personalities of the
characters has made DIE
FLEDERMAUS one of the most
entertaining and enduring classics
of the opera world.

Texas Opera Theater's highDireding Texas Opera Theater's
production of DIE FLEDERMAUS spirited production of DIE
will be Dorothy Danner, whose , FLEDERMAUS will be performed
credits include such major entirely in English and features
productions a s THE MERRY some of America's most promising
WIDOW for Houston Grand Opera, young opera singers.
HANSEL AND GRETEL with the
Sponsored by the Knox Concert
Syracause Opera, Minnesota Series, this exciting operetta will be
Opera's KISS ME KATE and five held on Monday, February 24th, at
productions with Chautauqua Opera 8:00 pm at the Anniston High School
in N~~ york.
Auditorium. Single tickets will be
Michael Pisani will conduct and available at the door. For further
brings an impressive list of
credentials as conductor of Bernstein's A QUIET PLACE at ~a
Scala, Houston Grand Opera's THE
MERRY w ~ m w a n STARBIRD
d
at
the Kennedy Center in Washington,
D.C.
Sets will be designed by Maxine
Willi Klein, whose credits include
TOT'S c r i t i c a l l y - a c c l a i m e d
production of LA TRAVIATA and
STARBIRD. She has also designed
sets for Santa Fe Opera, Opera
Theater of St. Louis and the
Manhatten School of Music.

review

Color Purple
draws on a
healing power
By TZENA GIBBS
Chanticleer Staff Writer
Alice Walker's joyous, Putlizer
Prize-winning novel "The Color
Purple" comes to screen as Steven
Spielberg's most powerful personal
film to date and represents a
marked departure for the noted
filmmaker.
Whoopi Goldberg and Danny
Glover star in the film, which
Spielberg directed from the
screenplay by Menno Meyjes.
Kathleen Kennedy, Frank Marshall
and Quincey Jones produced with
Spielberg; Jon Peters and Peter
Guber were the executive
producers. Music for the Warner
Brothersrelease is by Quincy Jones.
Whoopi Goldberg makes her film
debut staras Celie, whose loving
spirit and unshakable bond with her
sister sustain her through hardships
and mistreatment.
More than a year of research was
conducted by production designer
Michael Riva and the various
creative departments to achieve
authenticity in regional, period
styles of clothing, furniture, hair and
construction over the 40 years
spanned.
The story, centered around the life
of Celie, begins in a small Georgia
town in 1906 when young Celie,
hardly more than a child herself,
gives birth to two children, fathered
by the man she calls "Pa-who tak&
the infants from her at birth, and
will tell her no more about their fate.
"The Color Purple" deals with the
emotional crises and the tremendous emotional growth of the heroic
central character Celie, as she
undergoes change which result in a
gradual change from her condition
as a contemporary slave in the 20th
century to a complete-and a
completed-person.

Victimized by hand-me-down
prejudices, Celie and her family
endure a struggle because of cirs t a n c e . m biting truth of
double prejudice takes
of the
Out the
emotions.heart
viewer's
The emergence
and wringsOf
identity n ~ a k e s possible the
reconvergence of all her loved
through soaring poetic justice and
the
triumph of the
redeeming*
power of love.

~l~~~~ & ~

~

dramatic deeds through your
thought processes. The key, he said,
is imagination.
The author shows how mind powd
can enable the average person to
make giant leaps in developing the
powers of concentration, memory,
logic, decision-making, problemSolving, meditation and cornprehension. AS the reader
progresses through the book, he
learns how to unlock the secrets of
the inner mind and put them to work
in many aspects of his life.
The reader learns how to use
mental pictures and imagery to
shape future actions; how special
decision-making techniques can aid
a n the job; how to gain more selfconfidence; how to reduce fear of
failure; and how to meet and
conquer major challenges. Kreskin
also shows how to apply mental
discipline to competitive sports and
presents steps that can enable the
dreader
bto improve
~ ~study ~habits and
prepare better for tests. The reader
learns how bad habib ten be broken
t h r o w the &mindconditioning,
problems ranging from nailbiting to
more serious ones like smoking and
overeating; how to better inhence
and inspire others; and how to
overcome shyness and stage fright.

l

review

&-akin
harnesses
brainpower
"I am giviw you the keys qhich
can
the
to a cOntanual
FogamOf selfdevelopment and'
impr0vement, the Amazing fieskin,
the most popular
of Our
tlmc,said in explanation of his book
'meskin'sMind
Book'- Internationally known for his impressive mental abilities, Kreskin
has been featured on a wide variety
of TV shows, including Johnny
Carson, Mike Douglas, Merv Griffin
and Dinah Shore. His phenonemal
achievements have enabled millions
to discover the awesome power of
the mind.
I

Not everyone can be a Kreskin,
but the techniques for mental selfimprovement prwnted in the book
can be helpful to everyone. Much of
its content has been proven to
fieskin throughout his career, both
as a public performer and as a
~ 0 n S ~ l t a n t to
physicians,
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PsycholoMs and law offidals who lives of those involkd with the
needed his-rience
in tWP@ the accident and resulting trial.
mind's inner potential.
King
theintertwines
mundane daily
the superptural
occurrences
Kreskin4s personal, innovative with
approach enables the reader to feel in such a way to almost convince a
that mind conditioning is relaxing, learned person that gypsy curses do
enjoyable, easy and rewarding. It is exist.
highly recommendable to anyone
King arouses the emotions of the
rho wadra to understand better the reader as the detvioration of body
inner depths of the mind. To those and life of Billy Hall& unfolds,
who are experiencing academic pound by pound. King provides the
problems, the chapter on study marvelous free floating third eyehabits is very helpful. Kreskin's imagination- a single, powerful
Mind Power Book can show you how spectacle.
to use your head to get ahead.
In a desperate attempt to save
ROY WILLIAMS
what's left of his fading life and
limb, Billy Halleck journeys up the
review
east coast to square off with the old
sy who cursed him. When
%eck tinally gets to the old man,
Lemke, what takes place should only
be read as King tells it. The details,
movement, and gore will scare the
reader and keep him turning the
Pages.
Kmg's ending of Thinner
speculates on the meaning of fairness or getting even, and brings the
Stephen King has made the best reader to realize there is no end to
list Once more with his
vindictinn.
Thinner written under the TZENA CIBBS
pseudonym of Richard Bachman.

Stephen King
writes Thinner
as Bachman

!El

The novel is presented from the
point of view of ill^ H & & , a
successful, overweight lawyer in an
upperclass N~ England torn.
When a b.nd of tr.vew
comesa tmn, entire raimen of
the dh. is dimpted,
An unfortunate accident caused by
Halleck's inattention brings on a

&ing of cur- so real they take on
a life of their own, &&wing the

DA VlDA

+

American Red CJ

G MYOURSELF
SOME CREDIT !

Kreskin gives step-by-step
methods for harnessing brainpower,
quickening mental ocesses, and
achieving the high t levels of
mental performance. He is quiek to
point out that he is not a 'hyponotist',
explaining that people do not need to
be hypnotized in order to accomplish

3

Just bring a copy of
your uhwl I.D.
No cosigner required

A Change of Pace comes home
You heard them last year at the.Spring Whoopee. Since then, they
have played in Atlanta as well as in Gadsden. Now they are beck home.
They are a Change of Pace and they will be at Brother's Bar this
Saturday, February 22. Made up of local musicians, the band plays
jazz-rock selections, most of which are originals. Treat yourself to a
change this weekend at Brother's.

I
1

APPLY NOW ON CAMPUS!
Date: February 26, 27 & 28
Time: 104A.M. until 4 P.M.
Place: 2nd Floor TMB
CITIBAN<0"
(Between Hardee's and Bookstore)
CIb~ni(South0.1014

P

U.mmFolC
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BLOOM COUNTY

Puzzle

@ 1984 United Feature Synd~cate

by Berke Breathed
ACROSS

I ZEK.

1 Mlmlc
4 EXIS~S
6 Tartan battern
11 Sponsor
13 Dellver
15 Note of scale
16 Post
18 Symbol for Iron
19 Sun god
21 Macaws
22 Send forth
24 Second of a
group
26 God of love
28 Southern
blackbird
29 Worship
31 Cut
33 Babylonian
deity
34 Flesh
36 Halt

EKCVX ME, IAPIES.
HAVE WJU XEN KTfY

BOOP IMNGGUMNG

HERE RECwJnY ?

C%ANING
WIN.

\

38 Manuscript:
abbr.
40 Antlered animal
42 Room
45 Choose
47 Transgresses
49 Heavenly body
50 Stalemates
52 Ordinances
54 Symbol for tin
55 Engaged in
56 Guard
59 Negative
61 Mend
63 Forgive
65 Cares for
66 Symbol for
*hnrnn
.Urn"#
"8,

67 Compass point

DOWN

4 Jot
5 Trap
6 Jails

1 Suitable
2 Coupled
3 Latin
conjunction

9 Cyprinoid fish
10 Explain
12 Rupees: abbr.
14 Sailors:
Nerve networks
17
colloq.
20 Tinv oartlcle
23 ~ a i g n tcolloq.
:
24 College degree:
abbr.
25 War god
27 Poses for
portrait
30 Dines
32 Explosive
noises
35 Clothesmakers
37 Strokes
38 Englne
39 Kind of piano
41 Insect
43 Weapon of war
44 Teutonic deity
46 Symbol for
tellurium
48 Cleaned by
brushings
51 Bridge
53 Peruse
57 Free of
58 initials of 26th
President
60 Number
62 Hebrew letter
64 Prefix: down

Of 'Odiac

8 Girl's name

M
F
M
I OVT WITH WE
W W 7 b 7HE WWER

.

UNPERAFM HAIR.. IT'S
a M N G ANP I CAN7

5 7 IT.~ ~\

II

COMING?

-.EWHNG HEAD-

I

The longest yodel on record was that of ~ r r o l ~ i in
rd
Ireland on October 16, 1979. It lasted 10 hours andie minutes.

Earn college credit
W0UHOUU ATTENDING CLASS

through the
University of Alabama
lndependent Study Department.
More than 140 college courses are offered by mail. If you'd like
more information or a free catalog, please fill out this coupon and
return it to:
lndependent Study Department
College of Continuing Studies
The University of Alabama
P.O.Box 2967
University, AL 35486
Name:
Address:
City:

State:

7ip:

Phone:
Or call toll-free 1-800-452-5971, ext. 8 (in Ala.) or (205)
348-7642, ext. 8.
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Gamecocks are alive and kicking
ByHANKHUMPChsnticlem Sports Editor
Everybody lmew it was on the line.
A win would be a lifesaver; a loss
would maybe be the end Jax State
hasn't been in a dedding situation in
quite awhile. The Runnin'
Gamecocks did decide to win this
past Saturday and Valdoata was
taken by surprise.
Valaoata State had been playing
tough basketball all season and the
meager crowd support made Jax
Sate look good. lhey were picked to
be eighth in the GSC and were fifth
coming into the game.
JSU pulled out a big victory in
VSC's PE Complex with an 84-80 win
wer the Blazers. The Jax men are
now 188 and 93 in the GSC. Coach
Jones said, "With our back against
the wall, it was probably the biggest
victay of the year.
Indeed, the Jax men came to play
on Saturday and were led by Robert
Spurgeon and Pat Willferns to
victcryland.

The Blazers came out at the
second half and took control. James
Dominey gave his team a pep talk

that prwed effective. JSU didn't
score until the 1556 mark. VSC was
dominating underneath and Jax
State knew that had to be stopped.
JSU countered and fought back and
with six minutes left, and Robert
Spurgeon put the Gamecocks in the
driver's seat to stay.
Spurpon hit five straight baskets
and was the hot hand in the second
half and his experience made him
"Mr. Clutch" for the Jax men.
The last five minutes found the
Jax men in control and VSC fouling
them like crazy. JSU had the upper
hand and were dealing the winning
cards right down to the last shot.
W ' s Leon Jones had 13points in
the first half and only two points in
the second half. The Gamecocks
shut him down and that had to be a
big factor. Another plus for the
Gamecocks in this one was that VSC
didn't shoot many three pointers.
The game on Saturday had only
JSU jumped off to a 60lead M r e three or four of those shots in it,
Tommy Carley hit a three pointer. which is something we haven't
vscd e d to s l k it twice in he first heard about in many GSC games
few minutes, but couldn't do it. this year.
Maybethere wag a slam dunk hex in B
ill Jones was proud of his team
this game?
My
the kwh.
The bench came to life again and cellent Illay....Frank Smith had a
He concluded,Pat,
th~&&out the contest prozded the great be."
winning edge. Frank Smith had the Keith, and Robert came to play and
hot hand in the first half. He had they are ready to play every time.
eight points and was on his way to a After losing to Troy State on
Thursday and playing a hard game
season high of 13 points.
against the Trojans, this win made
JSU went in the locker room at the victory even sweeter. JSU goes
halftime with a 48-43 lead by as hom the biggest victory of the year
much as ll points in the first half. to the biggest game of the year
The Jax men shot 88 percent at the tonight against West Georgia
freethrowlineinthefirsthalfwhich College.
proved to be a big factor in the
(See VAIDOSTA, Page Is)
outcome.

Jones lays it on the line and so do the Gamecocks tonight at Pete
Mathews Coliseum against
West Georgia
- College.
-

Trojans get revenge over JSU
THOMAS BALLENGER
Chanticleer Sports Writer
By

On a night when the Troy State
Trojans shot an incredible 69 percent from the floor during the second
half, the Jacksonville State
Gamecocks were defeated 93-85 by
the homestanding Trojans in a key
Gulf South Conference game k.t
Thursday ni@t.

At the start of the game it seemed
Coach Bill Jones' Gamecocks would
run Troy Sate out of Sartain Hall.
JSU stormed to a 7-0 lead, but Troy
came back and led by as much as
eight points with four minutes left in
the half. Troy led 4 4 4 at the half,
and the Trojans had done a very
good job controlling the tempo of the
game. At the half, Troy State had

Preview

Baseball team sees new faces this year
BY THOMAS BALLWGER
Chrntideer 8ports Wrfter

Baseball season is almost upon us once again. Jacksonville Stete opens
up the 1988 season soon, and Coach Rudy Abbott s e a a potentially good
season for his troops, even thou@ this years team is basically a new
collection of players.
Only four lettermen return fran last year, and all four of these players
will start. The returnees are led by third baseman and cleanup hitter
Stewart Lee. Lee, a sophomore, had to undergo an emergency a g
pendectomy recently, and will not be able to play for a few weeks. He is a
hatdnosed player, and rsrill be mlsaed while he is recuperating. Other
return= being counted'* by Coach Abbott are senior second baseman
Bill frovrich, senior firat baseman Chris Garmon, and senior leftfielder
PhilBraswell.
The rest of Coach Abbott's teem is comprised of new players. These
players include catchers Chuck Wagner and (;buck Mathie. Wagner is a
heabman,and Mathis is e :mior. Subbing at third base until Stewart Lee
can return will be junior Cr- Daniels. Two slick field@ players will be
vying for the shortstop position. Junias Ruseell English and Randy
Blevins will both contribute at ahortcltop. Coach Abbott stated, "Both of
tbemare fine fielders, and their offense will determine which of tbem playa
tbemost." Rounding out the infield reserves are first baseman Jon Underwood, and catcher John Albedfm.
Joining Braswell in the outfield will be junior Berrmrd Rudolph, who will
handle the chorea in centerfield. A p
a
u
p of playen, will compete for
dghtfield honors, among these junbm Brian Keith, and Demk Dennerd,
aud frwhmen Marty Iwrich and Craia Caldwell. Finally, a player that
Abbott says could contend for a podtioa it his eligibility p r o b k a are
dearedup is Brian Walker, a transfezfranW d b a W o r college.

Pitchers who will probably hurl during thia year's season opener are
James Preston, Bob Peteraon, and Robert WMmevski. Wishnevskl, a
h.eahman fran Indiana who is conaidered by Coach Abbott as a very
promising young hurler, will probably fill in during the opener for injured
pitcher Scotty Ward. Ward sprained his ankle recently, and is not quite
ready for action. Other pitchers who will contribute to the Gamecock
season are solophonores Leon Moody and Mark Eskins, and juniors Mike
Irrworn and Joe Loria.
Two players who were to provide a great deal of support to the team this
year are out with injuria, and it is not known how much they will contribute. Catcher Marty Lovrich underwent surgery on his throwing hand,
and will definitely not catch this season. bvrich may play some in the
outfield, but he may also miss the season altogether. Also, pitcher Steve
Manlam, a junior left-hander, broke his leg the day before practice
started, and only returned to the team this week. He may be able to pitch
by mid-March, but as Coach Abbott stated, "We Qn't want to rush Steve
and have him injure his arm.
Coach Rudy Abbott assesses his team's biggest strengths as infield
defense and a good pitching staff. He dtes lack of team speed, and
sometimes insufficient hitting as problem. Also, he does not really know
how the new players are going to react to the upcoming season.
When asked to assess his team's chancea, Coach Abbott said, " We have
the makings of a good club. I am exdted about the season. Well find out
real quick what kind d t8am we have. This club should be a better ballclub
as the season progreaaes.
The JSU baseball team opens up the 1988season'Saturday, February .22,
at I:@, at University Field. Also scheduled is a home game again&
' Southern Tech, Tuesday, February 25 at 2:OO. On Wednesday February 28,
Jsv travels to play at LaGrange Collwe.

outrebounded JSU 2&18,+.and had
only committed six turnovers, as
compared to JSU's eleven. The
leading scorer at the half was TSU's
Dennis Garrett, who contributed 12
points to the Trojan effort. Garrett
also pulled down seven rebounds at
the half. JSU was led in scoring at
the half by Robert Spurgeon and
Keith McKeller, who added eleven
and nine points respectively.
Jacksonville State started the
second half strongly, and led by four
points with twelve minutes
remaining in the game. However,
missed scoring chances by the
Gamecocks, and the uncanny
shooting displayed by the Trojans
led to the ultimate outcome.
The Gamecocks put forth a very
good effort against Troy, but due to
TSU's torrid secondhlf shooting,
the good effort was not quite enough.
Coach Jones added, " We played
well enough to win.You have to give
them credit, they shot well. They hit
some very crucial shots, some that
we didn't think they would be
shootim.
The key to-the game, according to
Coach Bill Jones was, "we had an
opportunity to go up by six points in
the second half, but we never could
manage to do it. If we could have
taken control when we had the o p
portunity, we could have put the
game away. But we let Troy State
stay in the game, and then the
momentum swun~their way.
Senior center Keith McKeller
played a great game, and gave a
supreme effort the entire night.
McKeller, who scored 22 points, tied
for game high scoring honors with
follow Gamecock Pat Williams, and
(See m y , Page Is)
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INTRAMURAL
CALENDAR

I

2 :
3 :
4:W
5 :
6 :
7:00
8:W
9 :

FEBRUARY a3-Zg
SUND-AY, FEBRUARY 23
~ Carl Jesters vs. 69'ers
~ BCM Women vs. Team With One Red Shoe
BCM No. 2 VS. Sloths
~ Dream Team vs. Kappa Sig "B"
~ Kappa Alpha Psi vs. Omega Psi Phi
Kappa Alpha vs. Pi Kappa Phi
Alpha Phi Alpha vs. Sigma Nu
~ Alpha Tau Omega vs. Kappa Sigma

5
6
7
8
g

MONDAY,FEBRUARY 2
~Alpha Xi Delta vs. Kappa Alpha Psi LittleSis
~Delta Chi vs. Kappa Alpha Psi
~ Pi Kappa Phi vs. Omega Psi Phi
~Alpha Phi Alpha VS. Kappa Sigma
~Alpha Tau Omega vs. Sigma Nu

:
:
:
:
:

TUESDAY. FEBRUARY 25
5 :
6:00
7 :
8 :
9 :

~BCM Women vs. Zeta Tau Alpha

wesley Foundation vs. Zoid
~The Hooters vs. Warriors
~Sparton Warriors "A" vs. Sparton Warriors "B"
~Full Force vs. Pi Kapp "C"

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 28

6:W Team With One Red Shoe vs. Zeta Tau Alpha
7:W BCM women vs. Kappa Alpha Psi Little Sis
8:W Colony Sigma Chi vs. Court Jesters
9 : ~Celtics vs. ITK Silver Bullets

I
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Ready for season

I Attitude will help men's tennis team
BY THOMAS BALLENGER
Chanticleer Sporte Writer
The Jacksonville State Men's
Tennis Team opens up their resm
soon, and this year's team should be
vastly improved over last year's
edition. Coach Steve Bailey
assembledafhec~ll~tion
Of young,
look@
talented players, and
forward to the u~comingseason.
"All of the guys have super atOf

'Ork

During our preseason workouts,
they all got at it. We are very young,
but we are also talented," Coach
Bailey commented.

up from anything. We have the
talent, we just need to work on the
team, on our unity. When we get our
lineup set, we can start beating
other teams, and not beat up on
ourselves. our goal is to get better
eligible to play next seaan. Finally, our
every
continuad
match rofi,
With we
this team and
Jeff LeBreacht, a junior, is a gmd proPam
a long time to
recoverbg from a knee injury. 1t is
not known how much he will be able
The team opens up their schedule
to contribute this season.
Coach Bailey likes his collection of February 27, against Berry College,
players. "This team does not back here at the university courts.

"We are Very yolan'a,
but"we are also
talented ."

-ihave

?

J

LAMONT MOTEL

This year's men's team played a
$, SWI~IM[K(;
4 '1'KUCK I'AKKlR'(;
fall schedule and compiled a record
of 4-2, which included a win over a
~ ' 0 ~ I ) ~ T l O N E l ) 4 1)MECT l)IAl, lJHOhK!
good West Georgia College team. Of
SATEl,[,[TK 'I'V
4 CABLE COIXIK 'I'b
the ten players that coach Bailey
will rely upon to carry the team, five
are freshmen, with the most ex12 M b E S FROfiI JS4' OX 1lWl' 21 X.
perienced of the remaining five
b e i a~ junior. E ~ i e n c e players
d
j'H()NE (g()s) 14 \4i-(j()()g
~'~l)M()A"1.,
ill,
that Bailey is counting on to provide b
leadership are junior Keith Nix, and
OPEN HOUSE
sophomores Ron Porter, Greg
Harley, and Randy Gravitt.
Newcomers that will make
significant contributions to the
program are junior Luis Escobar,
and freshmen Mike Beck, Les AbBRAND NEW
bott, and Felipe Monroe. Two other
newcomers who will be important to
C
o
m
e
By
2-4
Saturday & Sunday
the program, although maybe not
February 22 & 23
this year, are Billy Morgan and Jay
Mostella. Also on the team is junior
Across From Jax State Information Center
Jim Reagan, a transfer from
Call: 435 -3613
Trevecca College, who will be ..r
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TONIGHT
JAX STATE

VS.

F-Antwon Daniels 6-8 Sr.

~ - ~ o b e r t ' ~ ~ u 6-5
r ~ eSr.
on

F-Anthony Barge 6-4 Sr.

C-Keith hlcKeller 6-6 Sr.

C-Darrell Smith 6-7 Sr.

G-Pat Williams 6-2 Sr.

G-Tin1 Criswell 6-4 Sr.

G-Jeff Smith 6-2 Fr.

G-Sherman Rowe 6-0 Sr.

THE GAME: Ihls is the rivalry
that will be the game of the year for
both squads. There will be one dollar
admission for students going to the
Eminent Scholars fund and getting a
chance on many different prizes.
Besides, being eminent scholars'
night, this is the GSC game of the
week. Maybe even the year.

Two losses hit women

WEST GEORGIA

F-Spud Dudley 6-5 Jr.

Whoever w m has a lot to gain.
at Pete
nwff is at 7 30
Mathews Coliseum. The game will
be broadcast on WHMA FM100 with Mike Parris doing the playbyplay.
PLAYERS TO WATCH: Robert
Spurgeon and Frank Smith of JSU
have been hot for the Gamecocks of

Lady Gamecocks
JSU outrebounded vsc 36 to 31,
but shot only 40 percent from the
floor, and the L a w Blazers shot 62
The Lady
got two percent last Saturday.
setbacks this past week in Gulf
south Conference action. The three
The ~ a d yGamecocks play West
game win streak of the previous Georgia in Carrouton, Georgia on
week, became nonexistent after an Thursday and finish their season on
83-50 loss to Troy State and a 95-81 Saturday night at 5:15 p.m. against
loss to Valdosta State.
the Lady Tigers of Livingston.

By HANK W H R E Y
Chanticleer Sports Editor

late. The k~enchof JSU could be the
deciding factor. If they play as good
as they ha e the past week*the loss
to the Braves earlier will be
avenged.
West
is always a good
shooting squad.
Barge
scored, 2? points in their last game
with bvmgston.

SATURDAY

The ~ a d yTrojans have been
playing real hot lately and even beat
UT arti in on Saturday night. TSU
outrebounded Jax State 51-41 and
shot 55 percent from h e floor.
was heir p' score
wlfh twenty points.
All the Lady Gamecocks got to
play last Thursday and really never
got an offensive start. ~ o scorers
p
were Idella DeRanus with 12 points
and eight rebounds, Charlene Brown
had eleven points, Allison Rachel
had nine points and Kim w e l d
contributed eight points to the cause.
JSU shot 31 percent fro? the floor
and 56 Percent at the charity *lDe.

J A X STATE vs. G E O R G I A STATE-women's tennis- 1 1 a.m.

to

Over

to seek
thing to do.
their
players in their 95-61 rout of the
Lady Gamecocks.
a

was the

VSC

JAX STATE vs. B I R M I N G H A M - 5 O U T H E R N men's baseball
1 p. m . - University Field

-

JAX STATE vs. LIVINGSTON -women's basketball 3 1 5 p.m.Pete Mathews Coliseum

Bridgett Moore of Valdosta scored
36 points to lead the Lady Blazers.
line.hitTake
six away
of sixMS.
at the
Moore's
free
throw
She also
points and JSU would have won.

JAX STATE vs. LIVINGSTON
F-Spud Dudley

6-5 Jr.

F-Robert Spurgeon
C-Keith McKelier

F-Mark Cox 6-2 Sr.

6-5 Sr.
6-6 Sr.

F-Carl Firven 6-5 Jr.
C-Elton Datcher 6-8 Jr.

G-Pat Williams 6-2 Sr.

G-Kenny Tolbert 6-4 Jr.

G-Jeff Smith 6-2 F r .

G-Otis Adams 5-1 1 Jr.

THE GAME: Livingston leads in
team defensein the GSC, but are last
in team scoring. It is the last game
for both teams, so anything goes.

LU's Ronnie Goods in the last three
games has scored 55 points and had
25 rebounds. The Gamecocks need
this one and Livingston could use it

to spoil the Gamecocks celebration.
The game will be broadcast on WHMA-FM 100 and Mike Parris will do
the play-by-play.

TUESDAY
JAX STATE
S O U T H E R N T E C H -1:30 p.m. -men's baseball
VS.

-University Field

THURSDAY
Gulf South Conference Tournament- N o . 4 at N o . 1,
No. 3 a t No. 2- Both games at 7:30 p.m.
CSC STANDINGS

Delta State
JSU
West Georgia
Valdosta State
Troy State
*Orth

.

UT Martin
Miss.
Livingston

GSC
104
9-5
9-5

9-7
7-7
7-7
3-11
3-12

Overall
19-6
17 4
1M
1516
1412
159
16-9
9-16
8-17

MONDAY'S RESULTS
Alabama 70'
60
Valdasta State 90, Troy State 80
Miss. College 66, Delta State 61
TONIGHT IN THE GSC
W. Georgia at Jax State
Valdosta at Delta State
Miss. College at UT Martin

SATURDAY NIGHT
Livingston at Jax State
Mi=. College at North Alabama
Tmy State at West Georgia
Valdosta State at UT Martin
THURSDAY NIGHT
GSC Tournament
No. 4 at No. 1
No. 3 at No. 2
t
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Valdosta
(Continued ~ r o mPage 16)
The Braves are a big team in size
and will be playing Jacksonville
State for a possible homecourt
advantage for the GSC tourney next
week.

Troy
(Continued From Page 18)
with Trojan sharpshooter Dennis
Garrett. McKeller also claimed a
game high 15rebounds, as he tried to
keep the Gamecocks in the game.
Robert Spurgeon had a good game
for JSU, as the senior forward
contributed 18 points and six
rebounds to the cause. Troy State
had three other players beside
Garrett in double figures scoring, as
their overall team scoring wore
down the Gamecocks.

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.
Forest Service, U.S.D.A.
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Sportscene

West Georgia game
tonight a crucial
Itest.... for Gamecocks

I

Wowzer Another week of sports at JSU and this is the weekend I
have been waiting for. Saturday is going to be a virtual sports extravaganza and then-tonight is the West Georgia game.
This kiurday, the Women's tennis team is serving off their season
with GeorgikState at 11 a.m., after grabbing a bit to eat, it's off to
University Field at 1 p.m. for the 1986 Gamecock baseball to get underway as they host BirminghamSouthern. At 5:15 p.m. the Lady
Gamecocks play their last game of the season against Livingston. The
Runnin' Gamecocks take on Livingston at 730 p.m. and hopefully will
end their regular season on a good note.
The Gulf South has some stars within it and the last few weeks they
have really been shining. Leading individuals for the week are Marcus
Glass of UT Martin leads scoring with an average of 23.1 points per
game. Mr. Glass is also the GSC Player of the Week. He scored 60 points
in two games had 31rebounds and six blocks shots. Tom Hancock has to
be proud of this fellow's acheivements of the UT Martin program. Three
Valdosta State Blazers lead in field goal shooting. Leon Jones is the top
man shooting 61 percent on average. Mike Meschede of UT Martin is
shooting 86.7 percent from the charity stripe and leads free throws.
Kembrell Young of Mississippi College leads the rebound column with
an average of 11.8 a game. Eric Rivers of UT Martin leads in assists
with 5.7 a game.

Football si~neeslook good
By WNK HUMPHREY
Chanueleer Sports Editor
The signing date for high school
recruits a t Jacksonville State has
come and gone. The Gamecocks
have some great talent coming to
pin their ranks this fall.
With Proposition 48 g h i n g down
on Division I, the Division I1 schools
should profit. JSU has, but head
coach Bill Burgess quickly points
out that, "We have the same standards as Division I. They will come
in, go to school and be under the
same rules as Division I. Many
people don't h o w this. It bugs me
It's almost like we don't have any
rules in Division II. and we do."
Some of the signees are being held
back from the big schools, but will
get a chance to play ball this fall and
not sit on a bench.

...

Matt Thomas, 64, 270, from
Walter Wellborn is one of those that
will be seeing time. Charles Matsos
of Mountain Brook in Birmingham,
62,210, is a t i a t end and chose JSU
overMemphis State.The latest "pot of
gold" came at the end of signing wen
JSU signed Joe McClusky from West
Rome High School in Georgia. He
was one of the top three running
back prospects in Georgia.

Team stats for the week look like this. Jax State leads in rebounding
averaging 43.8 a game. West Georgia leads in offense scoring 85.1 points
a game.Livingston leads in team defense giving up only 69.8 points a
game. Valdosta is shooting 53.9 percent from the field and Miss.College
leads free throws averaging 72.5 from the charity stripe.

I

BY THOMAS BALLENGER

I

'Nuff said on that, it's history and so is Keith McKeller. Mr. McKeller
moved into an elite group on Saturday night. He has been playing
basketball in that Big Mac style and the senior is now one of the top threc
scorers in JSU basketball history.

I

Intramural action is pulling to a close and there has been some great
action this spring. The women's games are enjoyable to watch even if
each side only scores under thirty points. The guys? They shoot pretty
good, but as far as visually, just don't appeal as much. Seriously, the
guys play some mean roundball and the refs really catch some flack. All
in all it's worth catching when you are free. Satisfaction guaranteed or
double your student i.d. back.

II

Dave Oak, team captain, set a JSU record of 9.3 in the steel rings and
Le Hair had a school record of 9.55 score on the horizontal bars. The
Gamecocks swept the vault catagory with help from Clyde Moreland,
9.75, John Zeringue, 9.65, and Hair, 9.6, and set records in that area.

Don't forget to catch the West Georgia game tonight. Commuters
unite and let's fill up Pete Mathews Coliseum. Maybe Dieter Brock will
be giving autographs? My little brothers would like to have one, I might
even get one for myself.

East Point, Ga.
Kennedy
Decatur
Childersburg
Florence
Rome, Ga
Marietta, Ga.
Hartselle
Huntsville
Gaston
Anniston
Bessemer
Birmingham
Leighton
Birmingham
Albertville
Birmingham
Gadsden
Gadsden
Birmingham
Leighton
Tuscaloosa
Gadsden
Jacksonville
Birmingham
Tuscaloosa
Oak Grove
Gadsden
Alexandria
Gainesville, Ga.
Birmingham
Anniston
Pell City
Huntsville
Birmingham
Oxford
Columbia, S. C.
Rome, Ga.

.

Things are looking,good and are
falling into place for 1986 football. It
won't be long till Stepember 6 and
JSU will run onto the field to kick off
its season hosting Newberry
College.

Cockley has reason for concern

Last week, I attacked the SGA president and really didn't mean to
wake the toothless bulldog. It seems as if he would thank me for the PR
but I guess not. Elections are March 5,1986 and I hear there are some
great people running for office. I'm sorry for the slip last week and
didn't mean to ruffle any Gamecock feathers, but just wanted to see
if anyone was reading this each week.

I

Orlando Adams, 62, 285, DT
W a n AUdridge, 60,230, OL
Eric Ayers, 511,195, LB
Eric Burns, 64,170, DB
Colby Butler, 541,185, RB
Warren Butts, 511,205, LB
Jon Carter, 64,210, DE
Qaig Cox, 510,195, LB
Ronnie Crutcher, 6-2,185, DB
David Daugherty, 64,280, DT
Eric Davis, 510,165, DB
Allen Doss, 511,230, C
Paul Felkins, 511,195, LB
Frederick Goodwin, 511,195, LB
Steve Hamilton, 511,170, DB
Vance Holderfield, 64,240, DT
Mark Holloway, 64,225, DT
Tommy Hudson, 6-1,240, IYT
David Johnson, 66,235, TD
Wes Justice, 64,185, DE
Richard King, 59,155, DB
Rodney Kinnie, 64,195, LB
Wayne Knight, 58,165, DB
Darrell Malone, 511,170, RB
Charles Matsos, 61,200, TE
Alan Nix, 60,245, DT
Butch Otwell, 6-1,225, OL
Elliott Patillo, 64,196, DE
Lee Ponder, 61,220, DE
Eric Shields, 64,275, DT
Ulysses Shine, 511,205, LB
Matt Thomas, 64,270, DT
Steve Verges, 64,170, DB
Theo Watkins, 64,210, DE
Tim Waldrop, 59,240, FB
Andy Williams, 64,225, C
Bobby Yawn, 62,250, OL
Joe McClusky, 62, 195

The recruiting system of JSU
football players takes time and
patience. The coaches that went out
to meet and greet the talent were
Garfinkle, Saunders, Houston,
Burgess said, ' m e recruiters did
Maniscalco, Fleetwood and Kohler.
Coach Bubba Gibson was the a good job. We set up our priorities
coordinator of this recruitment and and t@ed to get as many guys a s
coaches Nichols, Brown and Hat- possible." He pointed out that, "We
cher stayed and worked with the can't stop now, we have to continue
to be in contact with them."
present Gamecocks.

The West Georgia game is a must see tonight. It will the best game of
the season and the most crucial. After the Valdosta game on Saturday
night, Coach Jones said, "Beating West Georgia at our place will be
hard." The Braves will be in town and would like nothing better than to
scalp some Gamecocks.

team suffered a loss this past weekend against
The men's
the University of Georgia. Coach Cockley was happy with the level of
team execution. Georgia beat JSU 267.2265.5 on Saturday, but the Jax
men set several records.

..

1986 commitments

I
I

Chanticleer Sports Writer
Gymnastics Coach Tom Cockley is
a concerned man. Cockley is concerned about the future of the
Gamecock Gymnastics squad, and
he is a man who wants some answers.
"My primary concern is that the
program is continued and that a fulltime women's coach is hired. This
program is more than worth
keeping; it's worth putting more
money and effort into. I just wish
that Jerry Cole (JSU Athletic
Director) would let me really know
how he feels about the situation."
Coach Cockley airing his concern
about the gymnastics program.
Right now, Jerry Cole is waiting to
hear from the NCAA if a Division I1
Gymnastics Championship will be
offered. Cockley countered saying, "
The point of the NCAA offering a
championship is not really important because we could go to the
USGF (United States Gymnastics
Federation) Championships. This
event is sanctioned by the NCAA.
which still makes it a ve&
prestigious event.
Coach Cockley had nothing but
praise for the faculty, administration, and students that have
shown interest in the program. He

also is very pleased with the
Gymkana JPouP. This service dub is
instrumental in running concessions
at llleets and generally helping out
wherever they can.
According to officials the gymnastics program at JSU has made
tremendous strides, considering the

deplorable conditions a t the
Stephenson Gym, home of the
gymnastics team, Cockley would
like to see Stephenson renovated,
and if the gym were renovated,
Cockley said, " We would have one
of the finest facilities for gymnastics
the nation,

Break away from the
books to the Beach for S75*
DEACH RESORT

A mere 575 gets you

. round-trip bus transportation to the Beach
. a poolside Luau

. a daypass to Miracle Strip Amusement Park
. 2 terrific nights at the "simply mahvalous" Mark 11
Call toll-free
'Based ontoday
+personand
occupancy
book your
. Securrty
Beach
deposrt
Break
requrred
'86

MARK

,

1-800-874-7101 1
II BEACH RESORT P A N A M A CITY BEACH, FL 1

A ct ion Coaah, I n c .

